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Western medicine? Why has it become the nation

蒙守猟鮪蔦器:II盤I」11出滞翼
難富蹴ty判れ1:境攘撃∵辮IttT
,fmeddne mla5話。再thc h並1,3oo year,

adopted dual frameworks of foreign relations and
dynamics to structure my account. One should

nese medicine vis-i-vis medicine in other areas of
and, a[ the same time, the place of medicine in

STATEヮ AND

::NTRODUCT:ON

SOCIEttY IN JAPANヮ 500-2000

ま::f Acommon dich6 says that lapan is a remarkable sOciety
」COnSiSting Of inediOcre individuals. This applies, in an

謬∬i盤尾∫増肥1,li緊席Ltti鮒二鮮
:ine is somewhat lackluster. Nor does a 'great doctors'

oach bring |apan to the center stage of the world his-
of rnedicine. Looked at, however, from the angle of the

!lhiStOryOfmedicine,Japan presents truly unique and
tng questions, pertinent to both the agenda in the
ilarship of the history of medicine and the present situ-
r of health and medicine in the context of capitalism
globalization. Why did fapan foster one of the earliest

椰ff凛黒鷺ごT:ttよ職litt器¶f

A quasi-colonial stance that describes fapanese medicine as
subsumed first under Chinese medicine and then under a
Western one is avoided. Although influence from abroad
was-and 1srn3in5-n powerful force that molded learned
medicine in fapan, Euro- or Sino-centric views of the his-
tory of Japanese medicine is of lesser use in its social his-
tory. A few words are necessary about the use of the word'lapan', which changed its territorial extent and meanings. I
have followed other scholars and adopted the geographical
features-the Japanese archipelago-as what is roughly
meant by the word.

ANCIENT AND MEDTEVAL PERIODS, 5OO-1500

Medical historians used to be fond of searching for the
earliest precursor of modern medicine. Hippocrates and
the YeIIow Emperor's Inner Canon have enjoyed such a sta-
tus, respectively, for Western medicine and for Chinese

domestic society and culture should be discussed.
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爵鮒暮111箔l器黛皿∫‖nliま
血e∞Щ」血eたpan∝ee:TttWl志

乳i3讐聯This eventis recorded in bOtl

Japan,Kθ′′た′and Niみ。77_sヵοたらas happening during the rule Of
EmperorJokyo.We do nOt knOw the year Ofthe event.Nei■

er
is the name Oftheinvited dOc

tain,hOweveらabOutthe cOnt(
The nrstimpOrtatiOn offOrei

uct ofdecisiOns lnade by thel

adopted because Ofthe new in

l等」蹴漱槙蹴IChneseEmメКまたpnぉrmd

螂 蝋鮒1榊驚
nattIF乳

1ltural dynamism.The rapanese
court needed fbreign cOnnectiOns tO acquire advanced knowl_

瀞 懇 ピ 常 』椒

甜

:淵 構

鱗 ∫∬

le cOsmologies Of chinese phi―
losOphy and/Or Buddhism。

Medical trafflc between Japan,China,and Korea was

::滉
‖[:I:)Tttli:11)ilttf耽:iII踏彗:IFi

place that is nOw osaka and
started a clan specializing in iedical practice.In the s破

th
centur"Buddhist cannons were impOrted,which included

substantial medical texts. In 554, a `dOctOr'(み
αたα∫ι)andtwo herbalists arrived frOm Korea, in respOnse tO the

request Of the cOurt.Around the same time,majOr texts Of
Chinese classical medicine were brOught frOm china.

Prince ShotOku (574-622), the brilliant and innOvative

仙 蔚 榊 螂
R虞騒盤」I辮

Buddhist temple in the late

渦 l淵 糧 tttf批 鳳 el棚 」螺窮 li驚 ∬
medicine there.These state policies in the sixth and seventh

centuries deternlined that learned Buddhist and chinese

m e d i c a l  s y s t e m s  w O u l d  i n a u e n c e  m e d i c i n e  i n  J a p a n  i n  t h e

subsequent inillennium.A substantial number Of imlni―

grants frOm the Korean peninsula and their descendants
were Organized intO medical clans,whO must have been

ma,Or practitiOners Oflearned medicine in lapan.

ポllttl淵翌狙:鸞椰鷲榊century in the medical institut

the gOvernmental structure der

trative, and civil codes, largely copied from Chinese sta
l*.o"q the ritsury| codes, the TaihO Code (701) and y
Code (718) were the most important. The Code of
cine and Diseases (khitsu_rii) delineated the ela
structure in which medicine should be taught and ad

吼T∬等野:I棚』キ猛霧;甥i蔦
畳ギ寧1寧町増蹴燻:需滋
蜆 ド:挙畔L競?よ:漂蕊Isix.and forty students, who weie .dmittei ; ;"";;.;
mainly from the families of medical practitioners. ThJ

料∫胤糀躍嘲:Fま濡I鳳hJ
their progress. Similar systems of medical education

l::r:r:_l 
were installed in the provinces. The profe

and masters.were paid salaries for their ,..ui.. 
".rdnonored wlth court ranks, differing according to thedonぬり∝cuメed劇ぬo路肝i∬C藍ニユ:[1posit10ns within the hierar(

夢lli懸ギ:蹄尋漁t寵l編下嚢The system dsO ensured that the cOmメeX“き岳lertri品警nesc and Buddhist medicine were systematically taught t0
fapanese students by Japanese professors.

. 
By the eighth century, thereiore, Japanese medical learn_

ing 
,was 

firmly integiated both in the lopurr"r. ,trt.
machinery and in the Chinese potiti.o_.uti,r'.al realm in
East Asia. Moreover, reflecting the cosmopolitanism of the
vast Chinese Empires, it incorporated elements from
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matured to become a variation of the Chinese medical system.
.'r On the other hand, it is questionable that fapanese patients

shared the rational views of diseases expressed in the learned
--medical system around the time of khinpo. Contemporary
: diaries and fictional tales are filled with expressions of more
I animistic or supernatural views of disease and its cure. The
most popular treatment when one became seriously ill was

.sutra-chanting, and illnesses were routinely attributed to pos-

≧lёSdOnbyan evisp[責.The medcd wOnd of ttθ物たげG`づ′
(1001-1010?) has almost no resemblance with that of Ishinp6.
.-The joining of fapanese medicine with that of the Chi-

nese realm of influence had a darker side: diseases crossed
sea, which had acted as a natural cordon sanitaire.
Lbitants of the fapanese archipelago were drawn into
pool of deadly infectious diseases that had long been

stablished in China and other ma jor centers of civilization
t the Eurasian continent. From around the sixth century,

icles started to record epidemics. The most severe
well-recorded was a smallpox epidemic lasting from
to 737 . Originating at Dazaifu, then a military base and

! diplomatic window to China and Korea, the disease

igedthecountryinthefollowingcoupleofyears.Sma11-
was imported via the traffic between the continent and

:archipelago; its diffusion was certainly helped by the
ishment of the nationwide administrative system.
Great Smallpox Epidemic of 735-37 was one of the
of a series of smallpox epidemics that clairned count-
Iives. Between 750 and 1500, more than thirty out-
ks of smallpox were recorded. These deadly outbreaks,
:ll as those of measles (about twenty of them being

), must have played at least some part in halting
rapid growth of the population since the introduction

Outbreaks of epidemics persisted throughout the medieval
period (c. 1100-c. 1500), but the grand and elaborate system
of state medicine did not. By the tenth century, the ritntryo
system exhibited serious signs of disintegration. Central rule
was replaced by fragmentary rule under powerful aristocrats,
local magnates, and later samurai warrior-rulers. With the
disintegration of a nationwide administrative system, the
medicine of a centralized government declined: By the elev-
enth century, appointment to the Bureau of Medicine became
a job on paper. Provincial medical offices were discontinued
somewhat earlier. The establishment of the Shogunate in
Kamakura (1192), 500 kilometers east of Kyoto (where the
Imperial court and the Bureau of Medicine were located),
sealed the fate of state medicine. The Kamakura Shogunate
did not develop any coherent and large-scale poliry for medi_
cal education or provision. When need arose, the warrior-rul-
ers invited court doctors from Kyoto for treatment and later
made Kyoto-educated doctors stay in Kamakura. The practi_
tioners of state medicine were thus transformed into personal
physicians to the powerful.iculture around the third century BCE.
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The collapse of state medicine, however, did not mean
the coming of a medical Dark Age in Japan. By the twelfth
century, fapanese society had become complex enough to
ensure that maintenance of high medical learning did not
depend solely on the state. The largely hereditary nature of
medical posts might have had some role in securing the
transmission of medical learning for generations. The
major new bearers of medical learning were, however, the
Buddhist temples, which possessed powerful financial
bases, huge political influence, and even military might.
After the discontinuation of the official Chinese Envoy in
894, Buddhist temples continued to send their monks to
China to study Buddhist learning. In so doing, the temples
acted as general centers of learning, including medical
knowledge. Major works of medicine in the medieval
period were thus written by Buddhist priests and monks:
Kajiwara ShOzen (1266?-1337) digested thousands of
books and completed Ton'ish6 (c. 1302) and Man'anp6
(1315-27). These works incorporated new developments in
medicine from the Song dynasty in China as well as the
author's own practical observations. Eisai (l l4l-1215), a
Zen-Buddhist priest, visited China twice and wrote Kissa
Ydjrdki [Notes on the regimen and tea drinking] (l2ll), a
seminal work that eventually made tea a national drink.
NinshO (1217-1303), a priest in Singon-Ritsusht, estab-
lished large-scale and well-organized medical charities for
outcasts, lepers, and the poor in the temples in Nara and
Kamakura. His institute was reputed to have cured 46,000
sufferers in twenty years.

The decline of state medicine also created a space iir
which a new social category of medical practitioners
emerged. The new medical practitioners were no longer
homogeneous public servants employed by the state.
Instead, they were a group of heterogeneous people who
were paid by their patients. Some were learned monks, as
previously mentioned; others were members of established
medical families with a long history of appointments as
court doctors; others were courtiers who dabbled in medi-
cine; still others were barely literate empirics. The prestige
and income of these medical practitioners differed enor-
mously, largely according to the rank and the wealth of the
patients they served. Since our evidence is unevenly dis-
tributed, our knowledge is largely restricted to those practi-
tioners who served Emperors, aristocrats, courtiers,
Shoguns, and other warrior-rulers. Diaries kept by court-
iers such as Kujo Kanezane (1149-1207) or Fujiwara Sada-
ie (1162-1241) reveal that they called in private practitio-
ners for ailments such as beriberi or asthma. Although in
principle they should have consulted doctors appointed by
the court, they preferred private practitioners who had bet-
ter reputations. The most detailed records of medical prac-
tice around this period were made byYamashina Kotostugu
(1507-76), a courtier who also had an extensive medical
practice: he regularly received 'fees' in money and in kind
from diverse patients ranging from aristocrats to shopkeep-

ers. Down the social scale, our evidence becomes sca
There appear, however, signs of the popularization of
icine around the fourteenth century. Ton'isho, a work
tioned above, was written partly in 'kana', 

or fapa
characters, which are the )apanese equivalent ofver
languages for the uneducated, while medical texts had
written almost exclusively in 'kanjil 

or Chinese
Likewise, Fukudaho (1460s-70s), a work written by a mo
in Kyoto, was also in kana, on the pretext that young
tors needed something other than texts written in kanji.

Medical practice from around the beginning of
medieval period thus started to take place in a medi
marketplace, a concept brought to prominence by Roy
ter. Kyoto, the capital full of attractive clients, had a hi
concentration of medical practitioners competing
each other for the patronage of the wealthy and
Unsuccessful ones might have left the capital for a Iess corn
petitive environment in the countryside, as depicted ir
Kaminari [Thunder], a contemporary ky1gen comedy.
mixing intimately with the rich and powerful, medici
now became one of the ways of climbing the social I
On the other hand, a medical practitioner's social positi
meant that he served the rich and powerful individuals, in
the same way as craftsmen. Scattered and fragmentary evi-'
dence suggests the ambiguity of medical practitioners in
terms of their social status; they were regarded as being on
a par with other craftsmen, and occupied a lowly status
around the court and aristocrats'sdlons, despite the high.
court honors they could expect from their patrons.

EARLY MODERN PERIOD, 15OO-1850

|apanese medicine in the early modern period (c. 1500-
c. 1850) was again profoundly influenced by the state's dip-
lomatic policy as it responded to the new situation in the
Far East. The Tokugawa Shogunate, founded in Edo (now
Tokyo) in 1603, completed the so-called seclusion policy



by the end of the 1630s, mainly to prevent the spread of

Christianity among the populace. Trade or traffic with for-

I cign COuntries was Prohibited except at a handft1l of places

: and to a handful of authorized people. Any fapanese was

., forbidden to go abroad without such authorization on the

penalty of death. This policy was the Tokugawa Shdgunate's
response to the new situation of the world. From the four-

'teenth century, the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea

.were the major arenas of international commerce, which

ゴ:ithe European countries,oined in the flfteenth century.By
llthe seventeenth centurルPortuguese,Spanish,Dutch,and

rEnglish merchants as well as those from China were fre-
. . ' ^ , , ^ - r , ' i " i + ^ - "  + n  T a n a n  A  

" ; - -  
^ f  I ^ ^ . - a c a  n r r t i r i n r f i n n  i n-quent visitors to fapan. A sign ofiapanese participation in

lleSe arenas of global commerce was the transmission of
lsyphilis, which, whatever its true origin, had almost cer-

tainly reached Japan by the 1520s, perhaps through its con-

iact with trading posts in South China (inevitably, it was

lalled`Chinese pox'by the lapanese).Even under the seclu‐

,10n pOliC"cholera nrst reached Japan early in 1822,dur―
its first pandemic. The point to be emphasized through

examples is that the seclusion policy did not com-
y isolate fapan, which was constantly touched by the

traffic of the Asian and European merchants.
was a secluded society that kept its windows open.

:Internall" similar contradictions were rife in the
society. The country was divided into about 400

agments. Semi-autonomous daimyds ruled each domain.
ruling class was samurai warriors, who bore two

rds. Normally individuals could not change the status
which they were born. Peasants were bound to the
where they were born and expected to toil upon it
their death. This feudalistic outlook was deceptive,

. It was an extremely mobile society in many
rects. Local daimy1s were ordered to maintain their resi-

in the city ofEdo and to live there in alternate years.
was thus constant and massive movement around

country by the elite members of society. Major high-
facilitated domestic travel and commerce. Urbantza-
progressed. Roughly 5 to 6 percent of the fapanese
in cities with a population greater than 100,000; the

ilparable figure for Europe was 2 to 3 percent. By 1700,
had around one million people, making it the largest

:in the wond.A dynamた sodety hy under an appar‐

feudal institution.
icine during the early modern period testified to

mism. In terms of medical theory, early modern
medicine was innovative and pluralistic. Doctors
theories and therapeutics that were sharply and

rionsciouslv different from each other. For the first and
the last time in the history of |apanese medicine,

talk about serious competition between 
'schools' of

This medical pluralism was partly due to the

of public authority in medical matters and partly
the so-called seclusion policy. Overwhelmed neither
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authorities, |apanese doctors competed with each other
through their original medical theories.

First to be noted among them is Manase Ddsan (1507-

94), who had learned medicine under Tashiro Sanki (1465-

1544?) and imbibed from him rationalistic medical theo-
ries developed in China by Li Gao (1180-1251) and Zhu
Zhenheng (Zhu Danxi) (1282-1358). Manase's teaching
became Goseiha (literally meaning 'Later Generation
Schoot') medicine, which was the mainstream medical sys-
tem throughout the early modern period. Goseiha medi-
cine was characterized by its emphasis on mild
therapeutics, using complex multidrug treatments. The use
of mild but effective remedies impressed the visiting Span-
ish and was the hallmark of Manase's therapeutics.

More radical, innovative, and controversial was the so-
called Kohoha (literally meaning Ancient Method School')
medicine, started by Nagoya Gen-i (1628-96) and devel-
oped by Gotd Konzan (1659-1733). Kohoha doctors
rejected systematic and elaborate theories of Goseiha medi-

cine in favor of the simplicity of ancient Chinese medicine.
The key text for Kohoha medicine was Shakanron, one of
the earliest medical texts in China dating from around the
third century. This call for a return to the ancient text was
firmly combined with an emphasis on empirical observa-
tion. The first anatomy of a human cadaver in )apan was
performed in 1754 by Yamawaki Toyo (1705-62), a leader
of Kohoha medicine based in Kyoto, not by a medical prac-

titioner of Western medicine (the similarity between
Kohoha medicine and Renaissance medicine has often been
pointed out). The theories of Kohoha medicine were sim-
ple. Goto attributed all disease to just one cause, namely
the stagnation of qi in the body. Yoshimasu Todo (1702-

73) claimed'poison' in the body was responsible for all dis-
eases. Their therapeutics was simple and aggressive. Nagata
Tokuhon, a sixteenth-century precursor of Kohoha medi-

cine, was reputed to have employed only nineteen recipes,
among which powerful purges such as mercury were the
most important. Yoshimasu studied the effect of simple
drugs, rejecting the routine use of compound medicines.
The controversial nature of Kohoha medicine can be
gauged by the strong reactions of numerous doctors against
Yoshimasu's theory of poison. At the same time, Yoshi-
masu's book Ruijuho (1765) was a publishing phenome-
non, reputed to have sold 10,000 copies in a single month.
KohOha medicine thus epitomized the innovative nature of
medicine in the Edo period, which allowed medical theo-
rists to pursue original theory building and therapeutics
within the broad framework of Chinese medicine. Fierce
controversies and sharp disagreements among Kohoha
doctors themselves were a sign that medical theories were
now a topic discussed in the public sphere, a phenomenon
facilitated by the printing press.

Ranpo (literally meaning'Dutch style') medicine, or the
Western medicine learned from the Dutch, was a late but
important addition to this world of dynamic intellectualstate-backed medical teaching nor by foreign
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ferment. Although its practitioners were in the minority_
the medical census of the 1870s counted that about l5 per_
cent of all medical practitioners identified themselvei as
Ranpd practitioners-Ranpo medicine played a dispropor-
tionately important role in forging modern |apanese medi_
cine and society in ieneral.

A brave attempt at translating a Dutch anatomy text
with only a modicum of the knowledge of that language
began in 1771, when several doctors attended the dissei-
tion of a human cadaver in Edo. Sugita Genpaku (1733_
1817), a physician to a provincial daimyO, acted as an able
organizer of the enterprise. Maeno Ryotaku (L723-lgO3)
provided knowledge of the Dutch language and scholarly
conscience. Kaitai Shinsho [A new book of anatomy] was
published in five volumes in 1774, with high-quality illus-
trations copied from the original text and other anatomy
books. Kaitai Shinsho was an instant success, bringing fame
and a flourishing practice to Sugita. It should be empha-
sized that the enterprise was purely a private one, with vir-
tually no help from public authorities apart from providing
the original Dutch book. The contrast with the first trans-
lation of a Western anatomy text in China aroun d 1720 is
striking: the Chinese translation was done at the request of
the emperor, and the translation was securely held in the
library of the Forbidden City.

Kaitai Shinsho's success was a great enticement to simi_
lar-minded medical practitioners with some access to the
Dutch language, who had long been enchanted by detailed
and realistic illustrations in Dutch medical books but had
been frustrated by their inability to read the text. Further
attempts at translating anatomical and surgical texts with
lavish illustrations quickly followed. One of them, Ihan
Teiyo (1805), had fifty-two plates, which were executed by
one of the period's Ieading engravers. As in Renaissance
anatomy, the flourishing of Ranp6 anatomy in fapan inter-
sected with the rise of the visual culture facilitated by print-
ing technology. The atmosphere of this aspect of Ranpo
medicine is best epitomizedby the works of Fuseya Soteki
(1747-LBII), a doctor-literati who performed a series of
experiments on the kidneys and the urine of animals and
published the results in Waran Iwa fMedical discourse
between the fapanese and the Dutchl (1805). This work is
hailed as the first work of experimental physiology in
Japan. At the same time, it was written in an urbane and
non-esoteric spirit, even with a hint of pornographic
appeal. The serious scholarly quest for Western medicine
and science coexisted with a dilettante pursuit of novelty
and intellectual excitement.

The flourishing of various schools in fapanese medicine
was related to the social structure of medical education.
The role of the state in matters related to medicine contin-
ued to be small during the early modern period. There was
virtually no attempt to regulate medical practice either at
the Tokugawa Shdgunate or in the provinces. Although
medical schools were established by the Shogunate and by

major daimyds, they did not attain eminence. It should be
noted that almost all the famous doctors of the early mod-
ern period were individuals who opened their own private
medical schbols. Manase D6san started Keichin'in in Kvoto
around 1545 and reputedly taught g00 students. After.
D6zan's death, the management of the school was left to his
adopted son, who consolidated the reputation of the flour-
ishing Manase school. Got6 Konzan at Kyoto was reputed
to have taught 200 students, who imitated their teacher's
hairstyle, which eventually became a standard style of med-
ical practitioners. Yamawaki TOy6 attracted so many stu-
dents in Ydju'in in Kyoto that he drew up regulations for
them. Otsuki Gentaku's (t757-1827) Shiba RandO was the
most popular Ranpd private school in Edo. Large concen-
trations of medical students were not restricted to Kyoto
and Edo, the old and new capitals and the centers oflearn-
ing. Osaka had Ogata Koan and his famous Teki-juku,
which became, in the 1840s and 1850s, the training ground
of the leaders of Westernization in the Meiii era. Even a
small village in a remote rural corner could aitract students
when its medical practitioner became fabulously famous.
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That was the case for Hanaoka Seish[ (1760-1835), whose

celebrated success in a breast cancer operation under a

world-first forn of general anesthesia attracted hundreds
of students to his school in a small vi l lage in Kii province.
When Dutch medical teaching became a sought-after sub-
ject in the nineteenth century, Franz von Siebold (1796-

1866) played essentially the same game in Nagasaki. The

German doctor opened Narutaki-juku in Nagasaki to teach

about fifty |apanese students there.
Part of the reason for the flourishing of various private

medical schools was simple: medical practice paid. Much evi-

dence testifies that medical practice was an economically fea-

sible option, which many took. In early nineteenth-century

Edo, there were about 2,500 doctors for a population of

about one million, the ratio being 400 patients to every one

doctor. This is about the same figure found presently in

Tokyo. Similarly, Osaka with 300,000 people boasted 300
'eminent doctors' in 1845, listed in the style of a league

table of sumd wrestlers. Even the rural and mountainous
Yamanashi had a ratio of about 1,000 patients to each doc-
tor in the 1870s. Many of these practitioners must have

been part-t ime. Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801), the great-

est Kokugaku scholar, earned roughly half of his incorne

from medical practice and the rest from teaching his

Kokugaku students. In the years that saw an epidemic in

the area where he lived, his medical earnings dor.rbled that
ofan ordinaryyear. Sugita Genpaku received about 130 ryo
as a salary of a physician to the daimyo, and two to four
times as much from his private practice. Several doctors
became fabulously rich: Habu Genseki (l-762-1848) in Edo
and Sing[ Ry6tei (1787-185S) in Kyoto used their medical
income to start commercial banks. For many, if not all, suc-
cessful practitioners, the key to their success seems to have
been the patronage of shoguns and daimyos: appointment
as their personal physicians brought not just a stable

, income, but could lead to fame and huge fortune.
i''', Fame and wealth, however, did not bring high social sta-

tus to medical practitioners in the Edo period. If compared
with Confucian scholars, medics were kept at a much lower

:“Cial pOSitiOn.In an ideology that put the premium value

on serving one's state, medicine was deemed a 'small art',
tending only to the body of one's clients. In his early teens,
Hashimoto Sanai (1834-59) agonized over his future, as he

:-was destined to a medical career as the son of a medical
family. This precocious boy sadly accepted the fate that he

uld becorne a man of lowly occupation (i.e., medicine)
but found relief in the idea that his true ambition lay else-
where (in polit ics).

I In rurd areas,宙 1lage offlcials(wedthy ttrmers residing

摯the vmag→phyed crudd rdes h Pro宙ang medcJ carc
:蟄・tlle people.They nceded medical knowledge especially
:■lmeS of epidemics,and they apprenticed theL younger

to local medical practitioners, doctors at the capital

要ty Ofthe pro宙nce,or even star teachers of national fame

original students taught by von Siebold was a peasant hail-

ing from a rural village. When there was no doctor in a vil-

lage, the village officials invited a medical practitioner to

stay and practice.
The ultimate basis for the flourishing of medical prac-

tice was demand for medical service by the populace. Much
evidence suggests that common people in the Edo period
were becoming increasingly health-conscious and sought
professional help of one kind or another. A flood of popu-
Iar manuals for the maintenance of health (yoja) was one of
the signs of people's keen interest in self-help regimens.
The most famous and enduringly popular was YOj6-kunby
Kaibara Ekiken (1630-1714), which told, in a concise and
easy style, what to eat and drink, what to wear, and, most
famously, how frequently one should copulate. The phe-
nomenal rise in the sales of patent medicine is another tes-Edo, Kyoto, and Osaka. At least one of the seventeen
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糧 :昆]:∫

ND PosT_MoDERN PER10DS,

powers atter the opium War(1840-42)galvanized Japaゼ
nese intellectuals,many ofwhOm had learned Dutch medilこ

rli肥恩:電:吼
ti:ctilttb鵬血uttbnたpanぬⅢ

on Policy(1854)under thし:
pressure.of the U.S. gunboat diplomacy further inflamed :
intense disputes and profound turmoil until the overrhrow..
of the TOkugawa shogunate in 1867.Through the nerce:

disputes Over the future cOurse of Japan,sOmething veryl

similar to the notion of the imagirr.i .o-*unity of tne
nation-state rapidly crystallized. Most active in this
remarkable period were the subelites of society, mainly:
educated samurai of middle to lower ranks. Since this
social sector largely overlapped with that to which the
upper medical practitioners belonged, many people who
had learned medicine, particularly ianpo meaicine, ptoyed
prominent roles in the overthrow of the Shogunate. This
means that,even befOre the Meりl RevolutiOn,medたine ill:
the 1850s and 1860s OccuPied One of the central places in l:



a strong nation-state able to withstand the
t of the Western powers. The chronic frustration

ical practitioners, who had deep inferiority com-
about their 'small art' as previously mentioned,
found an effective vent: medicine at last looked to

砕h COntribution to dealing with the ills of the body

eral key developments in modernizing |apanese
ine thus happened before the Meiji Revolution. Dur-

period that led to the revolution, local authorities
the national networks of private individuals were more
rtant than the initiatives of the central government.

iy provinces built their own hospitals that combined
ical education in Western medicine with medical provi-
for the poor. The diffusion of vaccination, introduced
Nagasaki in 1849 and spread all over the country in

'than ten years, exhibited a similar pattern. Helped by a
network of Ranpo doctors, private medical practi-

19rS Often took initiat市es in starting vaccination,which

quickly supported by the local authority.
several medical matters, the powerful central gov-

, which followed the Meiii Revolution of 1868,
regulated and centralized existing local initiatrves rn
icine. In other matters, however, the central govern-

was innovative and ambitious. One such matter was
-€ determination to replicate the medical education of

man universities in fapan. When the Medical School
the University of Tokyo was founded in 1869, its pro-

were all German: less than thirty years later, virtu-
llv all the departments were headed by lapanese'r.ofessors, 

who had studied in German universities. The
versity of Tokyo then went on to dominate medical

ion in Japan, by installing its graduates in other
us medical schools. The Institute of Infectious
founded in 1892 with the Koch-trained Kitasato

ibasaburd as its director, became a rival institution to
University of Tokyo. These and other institutions

the home to many discoveries made by fapanese
scientists. The most famous among them
Shiga Kiyoshi's (1870-1957) discovery of the

n of dysentery in 1897 and the experiments on
ncer (1915) by Yamagiwa Katsusaburo (1863-1930). By

early twentieth century, fapanese medical scientific
munities were capable of fostering world-class
arch projects.

; The Westernization of medical teaching and research was
achieved first among the agenda of modernizing medi-

:ine. In contrast, the modernization of medical practice
behind, with compromises and half-measures

rbounding. After Isei (1874), which was the foundational
ifesto for modern medical policy regulated by the state,

government attempted to install a medical licensing sys-
based on the formal education of Western medicine and

an examination system to ensure competence. Since the sys-
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subjects, it met substantial opposition from practitioners of
Kanpo (fapanese-Chinese) medicine. Leading Kanpo practi-
tioners, many of whom had connections with former pro-
vincial medical schools, put up fierce opposition to the Meiji
government's policy of the total Westernization of medical
licensing. In the end, their attempt failed when in 1894 par-
liament rejected the bill for the amendment of the Medical
Licensing Act (1884). The victory of the government-led
Westernization of medical practice was only partial, how-
ever. In 1874, there were about 28,000 medical practitioners,
of whom only about 5,200 had learned Western medicine.
More than 80 percent of medical practitioners had been
trained, if they had been trained at all, in Kanpo medicine. A
significant minority were barely literate, due to the almost
total lack of regulation of medical practice during the Edo
period. The government had to bow to this reality and put
the quantity before the quality of medical provision. The
resulting system thus had a huge loophole: those who had
already practiced medicine were not required to take the
examination. This exemption of practitioners from licensing
requirements was first adopted in 1875, and retained in sub-
sequent pieces oflegislation. In 1882, even the sons ofprac-
titioners of Kanp6 medicine were granted licenses without
examination. This led to a situation in which newly granted
medical licenses were based on Western medicine, but the
majority of practitioners long remained Kanpd doctors.
Even in 1900, more than half of the 40,000 medical practi-
tioners received their license without any examination or
attendance at modernized medical schools. The Westerniza-
tion of medicine did not greatly affect the vested interests ofincluded onlv Western medicine in the examination
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medical practitioners: they continued to be allowed to prac-
tice and to make profit at any place of their choice.

Medical provision for those people who could not afford
the fees of medical practitioners was also severely limited in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Public
hospitals comparable to European charity hospitals or
English voluntary hospitals had not developed in |apan.
Koishikawa Y6jo-sho, founded in Edo in 1722 and housing
at its height some 170 poor patients, is a famous but iso-
lated exception. When Pompe van Meerdervoort (1829-
1908) established a public hospital in Nagasaki, which
combined clinical teaching and charitable provision, he
was surprised at the rich patients who flocked to the hospi-
tal seeking treatrnent. Similar patterns were repeated later
in public hospitals founded by provinces and prefectures in
the 1860s and 1870s. By 1877 there were seventy-one public
hospitals in fapan, but they were more like today's superior
medical centers than charity hospitals in early-modern
Europe. The rich patients patronized public hospitals in
fapan much earlier than their Western counterparts did.
Moreover, the demands of wealthy patients for hospital
treatment gave rise to profit-making private hospitals,
among which JuntendO Hospital founded in 1875 was the
most impressive. Medical entrepreneurs were quick to
exploit the situation: between 1877 and 1888, some 300
profit-making hospitals were established. In 1880, there
were 241 public hospitals and 122 private ones, while
twenty years later in 1899, there were ninety-seven public
hospitals and793 private ones. Hospitals in late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth century |apan were typically the sym-
bol of successful private practitioners, rather than the
expression ofcharitable concerns ofthe elite ofsociety.

With the rapid industrialization and the deepening of
accompanying social ills, people started to search for a
means to complement the system of medical provision,
which consisted almost solely of fee-based service. Such a
search was called the 'socialization of medicine', a catchall
term that included ideologically diverse policies and
schemes. The two early attempts at the socialization of
medicine made in l9l1 testified to their diversity. The first
was Saiseikai, a charitable body established by the govern-
ment with the help of the Imperial household. Through
medical institutions all over the country, it treated 42,000
patients in 1912, 5.4 million in 1926, and 8.8 million in
1935. The second was the nonprofit clinic movement
(fippi-shinryo-jo), a brainchild of two socialist-leaning
reformers. It aimed to provide medical treatment to the
laboring poor at prices much lower than those fixed by
medical practitioners' associations. Despite vehement
attacks from medical practitioners, the movement became
extremely popular. ln 1929, more than 150 clinics and hos-
pitals around the country provided treatment in this way.
With diverse concerns and ideological motives as its back-
ground, the mixed economy of medical welfare progressed
in the l9l0s and 1920s. In 1922, the government passed the

Health Insurance Act, which covered industrial
medical expenses. By 1935, the Act had about tnree
individuals insured.

While urban labOrers started to beneflt frOm these

sures of socialized medicine, peasants and agri
laborers were left to suffer, often hard hit by violent
ations of the price of agricultural products. The sh
of medical provision in rural areas exacerbated their
Japanese medical practitioners were attracted to
which left marry villages without any practicing
1935, cit ies had 1.3 doctors per 1,000 patients,
figure for villages was 0.35 doctors per 1,000
About 30 percent of towns and villages had no
practitioner at all. To facilitate rural workers'
medical provision, various measures were taken, sui
mutual-aid societies in villages. Perhaps the most i
tant breakthrough came in 1938, when the National
Insurance cast a wider net to include peasants and
tural laborers. The impetus for National Health In
came both from below and from above: while
wanted access to medical provision, the govern
attempted to secure as many healthy soldiers and
as possible, with the war in China in progress and
increasingly inevitability of war against the United
their mind.

Although the health status of the Japanese
started to show signs of improvement from around
1920s, the present longevity of the Japanese populati
draws largely on post-World War II developments. Durit
the Edo period, Japanese people seemed to enjoy
good health. The infant mortality rate is estimated to
been around 200 per 1,000 live births, which is a low figu
for an early modern society. Urban mortality in Edo at
other major cities was perhaps not as high as that of con
parable European cities in the eighteenth and ni
centuries. One historian has attributed this to sophisti
sanitation practices, particularly the disposal of night
into the agricultural hinterland for fertilizer. From
mid-nineteenth century, the Japanese population started
grow after the stagnation of the previous two centuriei
from around 33 million in the 1870s, it grew to 43 mil
in 1900, and to 60 million in 1925. This increase was,
ever, perhaps less to do with declining mortality than
rising fertility. In all probability, the health status
in the late nineteenth century and the first two decades i
the twentieth century. The opening of fapan to foreign
trade deprived it of a natural cordon sanitaire, and in the
1880s and 1890s, fapan was hard-hit by a series of epidem.
ics, among which cholera had the most devastating effect.
Although cholera subsided after around 1900, in the
half of the twentieth century, life expectancy rose onll
slightly. S. Ryan lohansson and Carl Mosk have estimated
that between 1891 and 1936, the life expectancy offapanese
males rose only slightly, from 42.8 to 46.9 years, while dur-
ing the same period the comparable figure for England and



les rose by more than ten years.The underdevelopment
the sanitary infrastructure and poor nutrition must have

a large part in keeping Japanese life expectancy low.
Mortality from tuberculosis was high, both in urban and
iural areas. )ohansson and Mosk have pointed a blaming
finger at fapan's spending on its huge military budget as a

1neans of achieving its imperial ambitions.

菫l Their speculation sounds more convincing when One
:,OServes the phenomenal improvement of health status
ユfter Japan'S defeatin World War Ⅱ and the subsequent dis―

mament. In the fifteen years between 1947 and 1962, the
:crude death rate almost halved, and infant mortality
-declined to approximately a third of its former level. It

ins a mystery why the rapid improvement of these
Ith indices started in the late 1940s, when millions were
ing starvation in the war-ravaged cities. Certainly one of

re keys was the introduction of antibiotics, whose domes-
ic production was encouraged by the U.S. army of occupa-

. The so-called 'Economic Miracle', which was kicked
because of the Korean War in 1950. confirmed the

ward trend of the people's health. Various policies of
rcialized medicine. which had been established before the

var in the government's efforts to secure healthy soldiers,
revived and extended. The coverage of insurance
continued to widen, until in 1961 an insurance plan

cif one kind or another covered all people in )apan. The
ihpid improvement of health status continued through the
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1970s. Around 1980, the l i fe expectancy offapanese people

became the longest in the world. Since then, |apan has

remained the world's healthiest country.
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